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Could use some grinding possibilities since I wanted to try everything out in one playthrough but I just didn't have the money
and enemies don't respawn. But overall fun experience for the price. The developer actually listens to the feedback on forums
and interacts directly which is really nice.. I've played it for about 10 minutes, and so far I can see the inspiration for the game. -
It seems to have a battle system much akin to Heroes of Might and Magic - The experience/reward system after battle is as well
- The story line so far is compelling. The king is attached, village is, must go rescue them - The classes are pretty cool, reminds
me of Gauntlet a little I'm looking forward to playing it more! StartupTim Note: Despite being a Steam developer myself, I paid
for this game with my own money, was not offered a copy for review, etc. These are my own thoughts.. Could use some
grinding possibilities since I wanted to try everything out in one playthrough but I just didn't have the money and enemies don't
respawn. But overall fun experience for the price. The developer actually listens to the feedback on forums and interacts directly
which is really nice.. Great game, and definitely has good replay value with the multiple classes and companions to pick from to
create a dynamic party, and the rare items offer interesting choices to the player on how to build your characters. The artwork
and music really suit the game, so a big thumbs up from me.. Great game, and definitely has good replay value with the multiple
classes and companions to pick from to create a dynamic party, and the rare items offer interesting choices to the player on how
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to build your characters. The artwork and music really suit the game, so a big thumbs up from me.. A fun little retro SRPG.
There are a lot of different builds and party formations to try. The UI takes a little getting used to (should be improved in next
patch) but in general it is fun. Could be a bit longer? Looks like I beat the game in 8 hours. But the game is priced accordingly..
I've played it for about 10 minutes, and so far I can see the inspiration for the game. - It seems to have a battle system much
akin to Heroes of Might and Magic - The experience/reward system after battle is as well - The story line so far is compelling.
The king is attached, village is, must go rescue them - The classes are pretty cool, reminds me of Gauntlet a little I'm looking
forward to playing it more! StartupTim Note: Despite being a Steam developer myself, I paid for this game with my own
money, was not offered a copy for review, etc. These are my own thoughts.. A fun little retro SRPG. There are a lot of different
builds and party formations to try. The UI takes a little getting used to (should be improved in next patch) but in general it is
fun. Could be a bit longer? Looks like I beat the game in 8 hours. But the game is priced accordingly.
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